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Cordless vacuum cleaner Viomi Cyber Pro

Viomi Cyber Pro cordless upright vacuum cleaner
Make cleaning easier and keep the floors in your home spotlessly clean. Viomi Cyber Pro allows you not only to vacuum, but also to wet
mop selected surfaces - it can easily handle even extremely stubborn stains. It stands out with a suction force of up to 12.5kPa, and its
working time is about 40 minutes. The device also offers an automatic brush roller cleaning function. Operation of the vacuum cleaner is
facilitated by a built-in LED screen, a dedicated app and voice prompts.
 
Your ally in the fight against dirt
Now you can deal with even extremely stubborn dirt in no time. The vacuum cleaner is equipped with a powerful motor and its suction
power  is  up  to  12.5kPa.  Thanks  to  this,  it  instantly  eliminates  dust,  crumbs,  hair,  dander  and  other  waste.  Nothing  can  hide  from it!
What's more, the specially designed brush allows you to thoroughly clean along walls and in corners.  Make even hard-to-reach places
sparkle with cleanliness!
 
Deals with stains
Find out that cleaning the floor doesn't have to require much effort at all. Viomi Cyber Pro is equipped with a special sprayer, so you have
control  over  the  amount  of  water  you  use.  Don't  be  afraid  of  stains!  An  additional  advantage  of  the  device  is  a  special  scraper  that
removes dirty water from the brush roller during cleaning. You don't have to worry about contaminants getting back on your just-washed
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floor!
 
Automatically cleans itself
You no longer have to get your hands dirty and waste time cleaning your vacuum cleaner's brush roll. Cyber Pro will take care of that for
you! All you have to do is place the device in the included station and then press the appropriate button. When you do, the roller will be
automatically cleaned and then dried. Forget about dirt and bad odor!
 
Even more convenient operation
The  vacuum  cleaner  is  equipped  with  an  easy-to-read  LED  display  that  will  give  you  convenient  access  to  information.  Among  other
things, it will notify you when the tank needs to be refilled and when the battery is low. A dedicated app is also available. The Cyber Pro
also offers useful voice messages. You can also choose from 3 operating modes of the device (smart, sterilization, water suction).
 
Smart operation
Enjoy  efficient  and  effective  operation  of  the  device.  The  vacuum  cleaner  is  equipped  with  an  advanced  sensor,  thanks  to  which  it
automatically  detects  the type and degree of  dirtiness  of  the surface,  and then intelligently  adjusts  the suction power  and amount  of
water to it. As a result, the Cyber Pro ensures lower energy consumption and, consequently, longer operating time. It also reduces the
frequency of filling the water tank.
 
Long working time
No more forced interruptions in cleaning to recharge the vacuum cleaner. The Cyber Pro model is equipped with a 4,000mAh battery that
provides up to 40 minutes of run time. That's long enough to vacuum floors with a total area of about 200m2! This makes the device
perfect for both small and larger apartments.
 
Larger water tanks
Be sure to always clean your floors with only clean water. The vacuum cleaner is equipped with 2 tanks - each with a capacity of 740ml.
One is for clean water and the other for dirty water. This means you don't have to worry about dirt getting on the floor again! In addition,
the large capacity of the tanks avoids frequent filling. The Cyber Pro also has special sensors to remind you when it's time to change the
water.
 
Say goodbye to harmful bacteria
Create a clean and healthy environment in your home. The vacuum cleaner offers a sterilization mode, so you can wash your floors with
electrolyzed water. This way you will get rid of the bacteria present in your apartment. Do you have a dog, cat, rabbit or other animal? Or
does your child often play on the floor? With the Cyber Pro vacuum cleaner you will eliminate harmful germs and take care of the health
of all household members!
 
In the box
Vacuum cleaner
Station
Charger
Cleaning brush
Filter x2 (one installed in the vacuum cleaner and one spare)
Brand
Viomi
Name
Cyber Pro
Model
VXXD05
Color
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Black
Motor speed
64,000rpm
Suction force
12.5kPa
Rated power
250W
Battery capacity
4000mAh
Operating time
Approx. 40min
Charging time
Approx. 5h
Noise level
Approx. 78dB
Optimum area for work
Up to 200m2
Capacity of the clean water tank
0.74l
Capacity of dirty water tank
0.74l
Dimensions
1197 x 272 x 256mm
Weight
4.7kg
Other
Automatic cleaning, spot water spray, edge cleaning, drying, automatic suction control, electrolyzed water

Preço:

Antes: € 255.9999

Agora: € 250.00

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Vertical vacuum cleaners
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